Pulsed laser deposition has been used to fabricate Ni/Al 2 O 3 multilayer composites in which Ni nanoparticles with diameters in the range of 3-60 nm are embedded as layers in an insulating Al 2 O 3 host. At fixed temperatures, the coercive fields plotted as a function of particle size show well-defined peaks, which define a critical size that delineates a crossover from coherently rotating single domain to multiple domain behavior. We observe a shift in peak position to higher grain size as temperature increases and describe this shift with theory that takes into account the decreasing influence of dipolar magnetic interactions from thermally induced random orientations of neighboring grains.
Introduction
The magnetic properties of nanoparticles have been the focus of many recent experimental and theoretical studies. Technological improvements have now made it possible to reproducibly fabricate nanomagnetic particles with precise particle size and interparticle distances [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . These controlled systems have enabled study of the fundamental properties of single as well as interacting particles. Most applications require that the particles be single domain with a uniform magnetization that remains stable with a sufficiently large anisotropy energy to overcome thermal fluctuations [7] , which establishes a temperature-dependent lower bound to the particle size. These considerations must take into account the effect of interactions on magnetic properties as is evident for high-density recording media [8] where particles are very close to each other. Considerable insight has already been gained from experimental studies of the effect of dipolar interaction on superparamagnetic relaxation time [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] and blocking 4 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
temperature [18] . Less understood however is the effect of dipolar interactions on the establishment of an upper bound to particle size, which defines the crossover from single domain (SD) to multi domain (MD) behavior. In the following we show using coercivity measurements on Ni/Al 2 O 3 composites that with increasing temperature this upper bound to particle size increases and then saturates due to attenuated dipolar interactions from thermally induced coherent motions of the magnetization of the neighboring randomly oriented particles.
Experimental details
The composite system studied in this paper comprises elongated and polycrystalline Ni particles with diameters in the range of 3-60 nm embedded as layers in an insulating Al 2 O 3 host. The multilayer samples were fabricated on Si(100) or sapphire (c-axis) substrates using pulsed laser deposition from alumina and nickel targets. High purity targets of Ni (99.99%) and Al 2 O 3 (99.99%) were alternately ablated for deposition. Before deposition, the substrates were ultrasonically degreased and cleaned in acetone and methanol each for 10 min and then etched in a 49% hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution to remove the surface silicon dioxide layer, thus forming hydrogenterminated surfaces [19] . The base pressure for all the depositions was of the order of 10 −7 Torr. After substrate heating, the pressure increased to the 10 −6 Torr range. The substrate temperature was kept at about 550
• C during growth of the Al 2 O 3 and Ni layers. The repetition rate of the laser beam was 10 Hz and energy density used was ∼2 J cm −2 over a spot size 4 mm × 1.5 mm. A 40 nm-thick buffer layer of Al 2 O 3 was deposited initially on the Si or sapphire substrate before the sequential growth of Ni and Al 2 O 3 . This procedure results in a very smooth starting surface for growth of Ni as verified by high resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) studies (figure 1). Multilayer samples were prepared having 5 layers of Ni nanoparticles spaced from each other by 3 nm-thick Al 2 O 3 layers. A 3 nm-thick cap layer of Al 2 O 3 was deposited to protect the topmost layer of Ni nanoparticles.
Shown in figure 1 is a cross-sectional STEM image from a multi-layered (5 layers) Ni-Al 2 O 3 sample grown on c-plane sapphire. The Ni particles have a size of 23 ± 5 nm in width and ∼9 nm in height. The separation between neighboring particles is on the order of 3 nm (measured as a projected distance in cross-sectional view), which is comparable to the thickness of the Al 2 O 3 spacer layers. For the purposes of this experiment the 'grain size' d, as measured by the amount of Ni deposited referenced to a calibrated standard, represents the average size of the disk-shaped grains shown in the figure. This 'calibration' was obtained from cross-sectional TEM micrographs of single layer samples [20] by comparing the average grain size with d. The STEM observation also shows that the Al 2 O 3 spacer layers are partially crystallized. Due to the large surface energy difference between Ni and Al 2 O 3 , Ni forms well-defined, separated islands within the Al 2 O 3 matrix [20] . Previous studies on similarly-prepared samples using atomic number (Z ) contrast imaging in STEM together with electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) have confirmed the absence of NiO at the Ni/Al 2 O 3 interfaces [20] . The Ni/Al 2 O 3 interfaces were chemically abrupt without an intermixing between Ni, Al and oxygen. In addition we did not observe exchange-bias induced asymmetric magnetization loops, thus lending support to the conclusions of previous studies [20] that antiferromagnetic NiO is absent in our layered Ni/Al 2 O 3 system. Previous STEM studies on single layer samples have shown the particles to be polycrystalline with, for example, a three nm particle comprising three crystalline grains [20] . Polycrystalline particles will therefore have crystalline grains oriented in different directions, thus tending to average any net crystalline anisotropy to zero. Accordingly, temperatureindependent shape anisotropy is dominant and temperaturedependent crystalline anisotropy can be neglected. In addition, it is also important to note that the exchange length l ex = 14.6 nm for Ni, [21] which is the length scale below which atomic exchange interactions dominate over magnetostatic fields, determines the critical radii (R coh ) for coherent rotation: R coh ∼ = 5l ex for spherical particles and R coh ∼ = 3.5l ex for nanowires [22] . The particle sizes (1.5-30 nm in radius) that we have investigated are thus smaller than the critical radius below which coherent rotation of Ni prevails.
In figure 2 we show plots of H c as a function of particle size d at each of the temperatures indicated in the legend. Coercive fields were extracted from magnetization loops measured by a Quantum Design superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) after subtracting out the diamagnetic contribution from the substrate. Magnetic field was applied along the plane of the films. To obtain the magnetization loops, the magnetic field was varied over the full range (±5 T) while keeping temperature fixed. The high magnetic field data show linear magnetization with magnetic field, which is due to the diamagnetic contribution from the substrate (as signal from ferromagnetic Ni particles saturates at high magnetic fields) and can thus be subtracted from the data. The decrease of H c with increasing temperature for fixed d is clearly apparent and can be understood as the effect of thermal fluctuations [23] . [32] Thus particles of size d > d c are multidomain and the peak defines the crossover from SD to MD behavior. The formation of domain structure is driven by the reduction of long range magnetostatic energy, which at equilibrium is balanced by shorter range exchange and anisotropy energy costs associated with the spin orientations within a domain wall. The purpose of this paper is to show that this well-defined SD region of coherently rotating particles extends over a larger range of grain sizes at higher temperatures because of the diminishing influence of dipolar interactions from neighboring grains.
Data and discussion
The influence of dipolar interactions on the SD/MD crossover can be understood in a qualitative way by considering the three randomly oriented particles shown schematically in the inset of figure 3. Particle 1 experiences dipolar fields from particles 2 and 3, which are not colinear for most orientations for a randomly oriented particle system. Because dipolar fields decrease rapidly with interparticle separation, the dipolar field due to particle 3 (2) will be stronger than particle 2 (3) on the left (right) side of the particle 1. The separate and unequal influence of the neighboring particles thus favors the formation of domains in particle 1.
To make these notions more quantitative, we modify the treatment of Dormann et al [10] for interacting paramagnets to include the temperature region below the blocking temperature T B and find the temperature-dependent dipolar magnetic field H d arising from temperature induced fluctuations in the magnetization of nearest neighbor nanometer size particles to be,
where erfi is the imaginary error function, M s is the saturation magnetization, β = K V /k B T , and a = V (3 cos 2 ξ − 1)/s 3 is a dimensionless parameter with ξ and s corresponding respectively to an angle parameter and the separation between two adjacent particles each with volume V . The parameter β is always greater than one for T < T B where there is still coercivity; i.e., the magnetization is fluctuating but not going over barriers. The derivation of equation (1) includes averaging over the accessible directions of magnetization weighted by a Boltzmann factor.
Higher temperatures give smaller magnetizations since the particles fluctuate over larger angles. Specifically, spin up and down particles will be in energy minima separated by an anisotropy energy barrier. At absolute zero temperature only the direction corresponding to the minima of the energy will be occupied. At finite temperatures, according to the Boltzmann law, other energy states will be occupied around this minimum and will have different directions of magnetizations. Thus to obtain the actual magnetization, an average over all these accessible directions is calculated, constrained by the fact that the probability of those states to be occupied is given by Boltzmann factor
where at zero magnetic field E(θ ) = K V sin 2 θ . Thus θ min = 0 and θ T is temperature dependent, obeying the relation,
The parameter θ T will be higher at higher temperatures and thus the thermal average of the magnetization will diminish at higher temperatures. Using equation (2) one can determine the temperature dependence of the dipolar magnetic field H d as shown in equation (1) for particles treated as simple dipoles.
In the absence of interactions (H d = 0) the condition for the SD to MD transition is given for spherical particles with radius d/2 by, Ad [33] . We have absorbed the factor of two, which relates diameter to radius, into the constants A and B. In the presence of the dipolar magnetic field H d , the formation of domain walls will be assisted by a Zeeman term which is proportional to the volume of the affected particle. The condition determining the SD to MD transition now becomes,
When the dipolar interaction is a small perturbation, i.e., M s H d /A 1, equations (1) and (3) can be combined to give the relation,
where d c0 = B/A is the temperature-independent critical diameter in the absence of interactions (high-temperature limit) and
The second term on the right-hand side of equation (4) thus becomes a temperature-dependent correction to d c due to interactions from neighboring particles and decreases with increasing T .
Since the dipole-dipole interactions are weaker at higher temperatures (equation (1)), the nanoparticles remain in the SD state to a larger size, which by equation (4) results in a shift of d c towards higher values at higher temperatures. This is indeed evident in figure 3 , which shows the temperature dependence of d c as determined from the data in figure 2 . The black squares are the simulated data according to equation (4) using the two fitting parameters: d c0 and d dw . Qualitatively, the data agree quite well with the prediction of the theoretical model without taking into account the topology and size distribution of the particles. We have found d c0 = 84 nm from our simulation (figure 3, black squares) to be close to the value for a particle with shape anisotropy constant K shape = 3.1 × 10 4 J m [22] and the value of B is again consistent with the value of the shape anisotropy. The value of the shape anisotropy can also be predicted from the zerotemperature extrapolation H co ∼ K /M s for randomly oriented particles [22] . For K shape = 3.1 × 10 4 J m −3 , H co ∼ 620 Oe. This is in good agreement with the 500 Oe coercive field observed at 10 K for the 6 nm sample.
For a separate series of single layer samples the coercivities at 10 K peak at d c = 14 nm as shown in figure 3 by the blue star. In the single layer samples the peak position occurs at higher particle size (14 nm) than multilayer samples (8 nm) . This difference reinforces our interpretation and can be understood by realizing that the dipolar interactions of the single layer samples are significantly reduced compared to the multilayer samples because of the smaller number of nearest neighbors.
Conclusion
In summary, we have fabricated magnetic nanoparticles in an insulating thin film matrix with tunable properties achieved by varying particle size and temperature. The peaks in the coercivity isotherms delineate a critical grain size d c which identifies the crossover from SD to MD behavior. The presence of dipolar interactions and their diminishing influence with increasing temperature is responsible for the observed dependence of d c on temperature and is in good qualitative agreement with our modification of present theory [10] of interacting particles. The well-established influence of dipolar interactions on superparamagnetic relaxation time [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] together with the connection between relaxation time τ and coercivity H c suggests that there is a concomitant influence of dipolar interactions on the coercivity observed near the superparamagnetic limit where H c = 0. The work reported here extends this connection to the upper limits on the size of SD particles by showing that dipolar interactions can facilitate the formation of multi domain particles especially at low temperatures.
